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Time dependent driving

External driving introduces explicit time dependence in the Hamiltonian 

The Liouville von Neumann (LvN) equation in interaction picture remains

where the operators in interaction picture read



Weak coupling limit 

The LvN equation can be recast into the integro-differential form

We further assume initial time factorization for the density operator

Thus, it holds true:

Where the reduced density operator reads:



Weak coupling limit 

The reduced density operator obeys the integro-differential equation

The properties of the propagation kernel depend on the specific model at hand  
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Adiabatic limit 
The tunnelling Hamiltonian is bilinear in the leads and molecule operators:

The asymptotic behaviour of the propagation kernel can be analysed 

The adiabatic limit  is given by

The theory is the same as in stationary non-equilibrium, with the replacement:



Markovian limit 
The reduced density operator in the interaction picture evolves on time scales

where 

In the limit we obtain the Generalized Master Equation:  

More explicitly, in the Schrödinger picture  

Coherent dynamics relevant for quasi degenerate states: 



Time scales 

The experiments are performed at  

The spectral resolution in the dc case is  

Non adiabatic ?

Decaying time of the correlator dominated by 
electron phonon coupling in the substrate.

J. Repp et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. (2005)T. Cocker et al. Nature (2016)

Tunnelling rates at the substrate  
(                         )



Frontier orbitals in CuPc

The single particle Hamiltonian is constructed
following LCAO schemes of Harrison and
Slater-Koster.   
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S. Froyen and W.A. Harrison, PRB 20, 2420 (1979)  

J. C. Slater and G. F. Koster, Phys. Rev. 94, 1498 (1954)



SOI in the frontier orbital basis

Projection onto the frontier orbital basis yields

where ,

and



Anionic low energy spectrum

contains three different energy scales

B. Siegert, A. Donarini and M. Grifoni, Beilstein J. of Nanotech. 6, 2452 (2015)



Spin-orbit hamiltonian

The spin orbit Hamiltonian in the triplet subspace is parametrized by 4 constants: 



Tunnelling and precession
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Tunnelling rate matrices

The single particle rate matrices consist of an angular momentum
and a spin part. The coupling is asymmetric.

S. Sobczyk, A. Donarini, and M. Grifoni Phys. Rev. B 85, 205408 (2012) 

There are states coupled to the 
substrate but decoupled from the tip 

Blocking states
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Pseudospin valve 

Blocking state
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Short pulse to drive the system



Analytic evaluation of the dynamics



Mixed correlators

Triplet states: complete description requires information on the spin quadrupoles 

Spin orbit coupling: generates entangled spin and pseudo spin dynamics
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More than spin precession
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Conclusions

• Pulsed driven dynamics of an open interacting system in terms of generalized 
master equation for the reduced density matrix

• Time scale separation allows for an adiabatic and Markovian dynamics

• Pumping with a THz laser pulse generates spin-orbit induced dynamics

• Analytic description of the free system dynamics reveals spin orbit induced 
correlation between spin and pseudospin

• Fingerprints of spin and pseudospin valve effects are detected in the transferred 
charge  per pump probe cycle

Thank you for your attention 



Many body Hamiltonian

The minimal many body Hamiltonian, in the frontier orbital basis, of CuPc is given by:

Single particle Hamiltonian:

Electronic interactions:

: renormalization for ionic background and crystal field

: Coulomb integrals between all dynamical orbitals


